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Note COSY peak when
pn is the d,  appears
at 1700 MeV









The model is not perfect
but povides the right
order of magnitude in all
channels. 
Also limited to small
energies



Support for the model: PRC (03)

Question: 
Has the normalization changed?
Reading papers I find that the
normalizations for related reactions
were changed twice



The data supports the dominance of 
the N* excitation with N* -> N ππ
together with N* -> Δ π -> N ππ



PLB (99)

Restricted model,
Energy Tn=0.79 GeV

Note the huge effect
of interference!!!



Limits to the model and improvements

PRC (10)

Same philosophy as Valencia model
but Δ(1600) and Δ(1620) are added



Impressive agreement with experiment
in spite of NO HAVING INTERFERENCE of
the different terms. 
Theoreticians unhappy. 



Other improvements are done by the Tuebingen group

PLB (11)

They reduce the ρ-exchange strength, resulting in an improvement
of the Valencia model.



The surprise PRL(09)

WASA



Is this peak a dibaryon resonance?

Is it related to the deuteron fusion form factors?

Why simultaneously peak in energy and dominance of low pi pi
invariant mass.

Could it be that the two pions going together minimizes the transfer 
momentum to the deuteron? π0π0 in I=0 can be in S-wave together.

Then in pp -> d π+π0 (I=1) the peak should not appear. Confirmed by exp.

But then π+π- also has a I=0 component, and the enhancement should
also be seen.   Does not look like in PRL (09) 

But WASA good…



(2012)



If the peak is a nuclear effect, added by Bose statistics, then one
should look for the elementary reaction….COSY PACS suggestion

Faeldt and Wilkin come back to it: PLB (11)









ANKE PRL (09)

pp ->pp X  with Epp < 2mp +3 MeV



Question:  what happens to cross section between Tp=1.4 and 2.0 GeV?
Would it have a peak at 1.7 GeV?



Related problem:   PLB(11)

pp->pp π0π0 with pp in quasi 2He.  In practice Epp<2mp+10 MeV



No accummulation of strength of mππ around threshold!!
This is at Tp=1.3 GeV, the highest energy studied in this work
It would be convenient to run energies around 1.7 GeV and 
with a smaller band of Epp

ANKE experiment
is incomplete
but this is not an
answer to ANKE



Reflexions and suggestions
The study of the pn -> pnπ0π0 reaction must be done, both with a very
narrow energy band of Epn and for the whole range of Epn.
This would tell us if having a deuteron in the final state
in pn -> dπ0π0 has to do with the peak observed or not.

If the peak disapears in the pn -> pnπ0π0 with no restriction on Epn

or substantailly widens, we can say good bye to the “resonance”.

Related pp -> pp π0π0 around Tp=1.7 GeV and narrow band of Epp

will help understand.

Theoretical studies are needed.  Hopefully improving the present
models: Valencia model not tested for so high energies.
Beijing model needs to consider interference: one must sum amplitudes,
not cross sections of different mechanisms.
Even with less demanding models, the nuclear effects should be
evaluated.


